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Elastic malware sandbox
blueliv.com/cyber-security-and-cyber-threat-intelligence-blog-blueliv/covid-19-cybercrime-m00nd3v-hawkeye-malware-

threat-actor/

Enterprise ready

Powerful automation

Trusted by 2000+ customers

ISO/IEC 27001 certified

Detect malware & analyze your suspicious executable files

Get a Demo
Free Trial

A Buyer’s Guide to Threat Intelligence

Whatever industry they play in, organizations clearly need to invest in threat intelligence to
help mitigate these kinds of cyber-related risk. But now comes the difficult bit. How do you
know which is the right solution for you?

Get the Guide

Elastic malware Sandbox

Almost half of data breaches are caused by malware.

Malware attacks are increasingly sophisticated, targeted, and much harder to detect.
 The Blueliv Targeted Malware module allows you to detect those aimed at your organization

seeking to steal sensitive information or commit fraud.

Actively hunt down malware samples and get alerts when your organization, employees or
end customers are targeted.

Malware Protection Module Datasheet
Protect

Strengthen your defenses against malware, the root cause of most data breaches

Scale your hunt

https://www.blueliv.com/cyber-security-and-cyber-threat-intelligence-blog-blueliv/covid-19-cybercrime-m00nd3v-hawkeye-malware-threat-actor/
https://trial.blueliv.com/signup
https://www.blueliv.com/resources/whitepapers/A-buyers-guide-to-threat-intelligence
https://outpost24.com/sites/default/files/2022-03/Blueliv_Modules_malware.pdf
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Access our massive processing and evaluation capabilities, with over 1,000,000 malware
samples analyzed per month.

Go deep

In-depth analytics and robust malware behavior report enable smarter decision-making.

Real time notification

Automatically get informed about emerging malware targeting your organization

Detailed malware analysis

Understand based on in-house reverse engineering how malware is targeting your
organization

Discover our other modules

threat intelligence for credit cards

Credit cards

Recover stolen credit card and bank information in real-time

Credit card module

https://www.blueliv.com/products/cyber-threat-intelligence/stolen-credit-card-protection
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threat intelligence against dark web

Dark web

Boost your awareness of what's going on underground in the dark web

Dark web module

https://www.blueliv.com/products/cyber-threat-intelligence/dark-web
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secure code

Credentials

Retrieve your all your compromised credentials in real-time

Credentials module
threat intelligence against hacktivism

Hacktivism

Protect your networks and employees from social-born attacks

Hacktivism module

https://www.blueliv.com/products/cyber-threat-intelligence/credential-threat-protection
https://www.blueliv.com/products/cyber-threat-intelligence/hacktivism-monitoring
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threat intelligence

Threat context

Improve team productivity thanks to cyber threat intelligence

Threat context module
threat intelligence for mobile

Mobile apps

Monitor and detect false, infected, modified, and copied apps

Mobile apps module

https://www.blueliv.com/products/cyber-threat-intelligence/threat-context
https://www.blueliv.com/products/cyber-threat-intelligence/mobile-apps-protection
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threat intelligence for media

Social media

Monitor your organization's digital footprint in social media

Social media module
threat intelligence for data leakage

Data leakage

Detect leaked information from employees & third parties

Data leakage module

https://www.blueliv.com/products/cyber-threat-intelligence/social-media-monitoring
https://www.blueliv.com/products/cyber-threat-intelligence/data-leakage-prevention
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threat intelligence for domain
protection

Domain protection

Be aware of and track illegitimate entities and domains

Domain protection module
MRTI feed

MRTI feed

Access millions of IOCs in real-time and manage threats more efficiently

MRTI feed module

Actionable threat intelligence to fight cyberattacks effectively

Our aggressive solution proactively hunts down targeted malware and 'Man in the Browser'
attacks, aimed specifically at your organization.

https://www.blueliv.com/products/cyber-threat-intelligence/domain-protection
https://www.blueliv.com/products/threat-intelligence/machine-readable-threat-intelligence
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Through robust and continuous analysis of millions of malware samples per month, we
provide forensic reporting on malware behavior targeting your systems.

WyzlinkGroup
WyzlinkGroup

Yann Chalençon Head of Cyber Security Services , WyzlinkGroup

“Blueliv has a unique approach to Cyber Threat Intelligence - it removes the complexity
contained in other CTI solutions by delivering only targeted information.”

Better security posture starts here

Accelerating performance through fast threat detection and dynamic
response

Detect: The broadest threat collection on the market, delivered in real-time
Analyze: Actionable and trustworthy information for faster decision-making
Respond: Timely and dynamic intelligence simplifies the remediation process

threat intelligence solution dashbord


